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Ol'ER.\TION.\L DEFINITION OF TERMS 

',p,•,·i.d needs education 

II i, cduca1ion which provides appropriate modification in curriculum teaching methods 

1c,i, h,ng learning resource, medium of communication. lnorder to meet individual special 

needs by D. Okot and W. Kutosi 

\I al adjusted children 

Thc,c· are enmtional disturbed children and have emotion handicaps which are 

i1rnppropriate in normal relationship with peers and teachers 

i\lentally handicapped 

Tl,c,c are learners who are incapable of being educated effectively through ordinary 

clas"oom instructions. Most handicapped children have no ob;ious physical disabilities. 

i\lultiple handicapped 

These are learners with more than one identifiable handicap 

lndu,ive education 

This 1s a process of addressing the learner's needs within the mainstream of education 

using all available resourses hence creating opportunity for learners in preparing them for 

lik. by Rancliki (2002) 

In, p 1,•men ta tion 

Thi, is to put into practice ideas or projects 

R,·,earcher 

Tl,i, :i person 1-1-ho carries out a res.)arch. 

II in<ler· 

It" what prevent or delay the process of implementation of inclusive education. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tl"·r,· arc challenges facing implementation of inclusive education in schools ofEsageri 

di, hion. Some or these challenges are : lack of curriculum guidelines, teaching 

in,truments, lack of reference, inadequate personnel as well as undefined curriculum, 

11q!at1ve attitudes towards persons with disability, poor and restrictive environment , 

i11,\>nsistent management of schools poor teacher-pupil ratio and cultural beliefs and 

pr;1ctices I lowevcr, there are also possible remedies to the above stated problems. The 

rc,earcher underwent qualitative study hence data collected was descriptively analyzed. 

Tl1e· researcher was designed in such a way that the three major source of information 

c,111,crning the research topic. Thus the researcher has used survey study because it 

e,p/<lrcs and describes, it uses questionnaires and interview inorder to determine the 

up,nions, attitude, preference and perception of groups of people of interest to the 

r,·,earcher The researcher also used frequency table and percentages to analyze and 

,.·u111pile data collected from targeted sample population. Therefore it is the hope of the 

re,carcher that if enough teachers are deployed to every school, skilled personnel are 

provided teachers and community create positive attitudes towards persons with 

disability, provision of flexible curriculum modified environment consistent management 

u1· ;,hools and doing away with cultural beliefs about disability also leaning in an 

inclusive setting will be smooth and needs for exceptional children would be catered for. 

·1 lic•n the researcher recommends total inclusion of learners with special needs in a 

regular school Thus this will foster positive learning for a total change. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Bacl,ground or the study 

hlucation is a vital element which is termed as basic need in human life. It is also a 

signi Ii cant factor in shopping and promoting economy of a country. It therefore calls for 

e,pansion of learners. Knowledge, experience and imaginative understanding on 

a11 ar,·ness of important value like being capable for employment. 

\!"1,·,l\er. much has been don to avoid it to all learners, or people of nation if not the 

11holc· world Thus there are members of the community who have not lived to fi.tlfill the 

desires of their heai1s and also in terms of careers and whatever endeavors they have 

upred to accomplish hence, overcoming effects of implementations of inclusive education 

I\• , ,_, idc ,•,tend has not been achieved for many years both in Africa and international 

l'( it11lf rics respect ivcly 

I hc·rc· is also a need to pm point out the effects and solutions to be put in place for 

i 111provement of current situations. Inclusive education emerged in many different periods 

i11 l<J/,lh the: nonnalization period which the. creation of learning social and initiative 

cultural mainstreams in the introduction of inclusive education. It emphasized the 

rcrnnstruction of individual difference and enabling them to obtain quality life in their 

natural environment. 

Tl1vrc'l'ore the world conference on special needs education representing ninety two 

µ()\-crnmcnts and twenty five international organizations assembled in Salamanca Spain 

l"r"111 7-10 June Daniel Okot ( 1994) to reaffirm commitment to education for all. Thus 

rc,·ugnizing the necessity and urgency of providing education for children, youth and 

dciult, with special educational need within the regular education system and further 

lll'rchy endorse framework for action on special needs education, that the government 

\ltga11iD1tion may be guided by the spirit of its provisions and recommendations. 

Th;:rdore, the word conference on education for all Lawrence Eron (19990) reaffirmed 

i liv , ,ght to education of every individual as enshrined in 1948 universal declaration of 

h1.11w111 roght and renewing the pledge made by the world community at the world 



'"''';•,c:ncc• 011 c>ducation fbr all to ensure that right lor all regardless of individual 

di11',·1,:11ces 

11111,, recalling the several united nations declarations culminating in the united Nations 

sta11d-1trds rules on the equalization , opportunities for persons with disabilities of this 

"' "''' stall', tu c·nsu1-c that the education for persons with disabilities is an integral part of 

thl' education system George Kutosi (1993) 

i\loreover the idea of inclusive education is well taken by many people but there are 

many challenges which hinder the implementation of inclusive education in world wide, 

Thu, special needs learners especially those with vist,al impairement require special 

attention in an inclusive setting ranging from material teaching approaches environment 

adaptation, attitudes and many other individuals (2002) 

Thus the ideology prompted the researcher to point out challenges to commendable 

k,,rners \\ ith varied diversities facing them to meet their dreams and expectation. It 

tt11ther suggested on every solution to these challenge and every problem It also states 

th,1t every problem has a solution and the hope of the researcher that if all these are 

adhe, cd to all children with different disabilities will be accommodated in our regular 

"'-·!1,i\11 uni\ersall.v 

I, I <.;1ateme11t of the problem 

·1 '", v are nHlll\ challenges which prevents the implementation of inclusive education in 

I ,.,~c•ri /01\c' Ii is whereby many researchers, parents, other children and committee of 

Ilic· school community will view it as unmanageable and impossible. Thus most of the 

chalknges might be lack of enough classes which force parents to contribute more for the 

--.l"ll1.illl management 

Thl' rnrriculum also need to be adapted to suit these children which will take long time 

l,J1 the government to implement 

The researcher aimed at high lightening the general public picture of implement ting the 

dl',igned education for all by the year 2015. this has made the researcher carry out 

im c,tigation into the problem facing education of learners with special needs in Esageri 

/\)Jll' 
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1.2 Objectives of the study 

i J Io investigate teachers attitudes towards learners with special needs in education 

ii) To investigate implementation of inclusive education in Esagei zone 

ii11 Io investigate methods used by teachers in teaching learning process in their schools 

111 Io establish the factors that hinder implementation of inclusive education 

, 1 I , , i 111 "''t igate !'actors that promote inclusive education 

1.3 Hl'searrh questions 

I l, ,c, the ?one adequate learning teaching material for all schools. 

" \\hat are the teachers' attitudes towards learners with special needs education? 

3 Does the administration and the community provide any supports to learners with 

special education•) 

-1 \\'hat are the teaching/learning methods used in handling learners with special need 

education? 

I A Purpose of the study 

·1 Ii, 1 csults of' the study has been used to improve the attitudes of teachers and lerners in 

1lw ,ornmunitv towards implementation of inclusive education in their respective 

,, l1()ols The results also has helped learners with special needs education to utilize their 

lu,1,11oning parts to achieve the educational goals. Thus, the outcome of the study has 

1>1, , .. ,dcd parent, and learners with special needs with information on medical care, 

reic'rnll and counseling. 

I lm1 ever, the results of the study have been used by the teacher and the community at 

Im "e to modify the learning environment to be barrier free to learners with special needs. 

I l,u, the- results or the study on the need of accepting the implementation of inclusive 

et1,1c·atio11 in their rural(local) schools hence to provide education opportunity to learners 

1111h special needs. 

\ lu1 cover, the results have been used to· assist school administration and other 

,t;,kc holders 10 improve learning strategies which are focused to boast the 

impl,_•mcntation ol' inclusive education in their schools. The results also used to enlighten 

teachers to realize the need and importance of inclusive education their schools. 
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.,v\ ,., 1hcless, education has a purpose to transmit knowledge form one generation to the 

otlwr and it has to accumulate wisdom for the society as a whole. Thus education has not 

achi'cved its goals, this has been seen when many people have not acquired what they 

1011!.( i<x in life. The learners with special needs have not been catered for it seems some 

Im c- 11ut a,Tcsscd to regular school, they have been left at home with their parents, 

sih/i11,;s and 01hers. These children with special needs seem to be uncompetitgive in 

roll111"- for occupation and other white collar jobs and finally education is a significant 

li1c1or which brings about total change in a person's life lo meet the global challenges and 

p1. 'I'"' inter, e11lion with the wider diverse communities of the world. 

I .5 S,·ope of the study 

The- r<'scarchcr has conveyed her research to Esageri zone in Koibatek district which is at 

iii,· c·vntrnl pan ot'Koibatek district.Thus, inclusive education is the process of addressing 

the learners' need within the mainstream of education using all available resources. This 

is done to creak opportunities for learning and preparing them for life. The importance of 

a,,1,1111g these learners with special needs is io help them aqquire skills for day to day 

11,·cessi1ies The parents and learners with special needs have to create positive attitudes 

1,ma1 ds life 

I./, Significance of the study 

I Ill' 1 •,•sca1 l'l1cr wishes to establish the problems that affect/ interfere with implementation 

u1· inclusive education in Esageri zone. The possible problems and their results are 

e,pedcd to come out finally from his research. Then the outcome would give a way 

l'orn ard to education planners to decide the best educational avenue to follow for the 

livt te1111cnt ol' cducati ng the learners with special needs in the Esageri zone. 

The research report is expected to identify, outline the barriers to learning in an inclusive 

se11i11;J, which I of'vital value to all learners, hence challenging their attitudes and believes 

tmvards persons with special needs.The results of the study then has to make the 

c-d•,c,,nists ut· inclusive education in the regular schools and more has to be done to make 

tlw cn111nn1nity, parents, stakeholders, siblings and others to provide and participate factly 

111 l1elping 1hc disadvantaged learners with necessities of' life like Braille for low visioned 

and hi ind, sign language for the deaf then skilled teachers are needed. 
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CHAPTER T\VO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 l'.\ITROIHICTION/OVERVIE\-V 

The , cvicw attempts to feature related literature gathered from various sources such as 

journals and magazines. 

2. l 11 istorical background of inclusive education 

.\c·c·nrding to I lark nett ( 1996) clearly states that in traditional societies, disability of any 

kind is seen as a kind of punishment for wrong doing and such societies treat disabled 

per sons as outcasts. Also action (1981 points out that families with disabled members 

\\ ere to some extent rejected from the man streaming of the community in ancient Greece 

I''·' ,,,n, \\ith disability pariicularly the blind was rejected and the authorities could even 

ord,.·r that thev be killed. Some societies used the disabled such as the deaf and the blind 

to entertain leaders and other prominent experts. The education act 1981 in Alan and 

Louis ( I 970) states that inclusion must be seen as a challenge to provide better special 

,·,1",,,tiun II ithin diverse setting which is acceptable not only to the parents but also to the 

,. l1>l,lrcn whn are direct consumers of those services thus they move from the period of 

rw~lc-c"t that was "'a societal outcast" the society held negative image and denied special 

,c11 rl'es to learners with special needs education. Sofford and Rosen (1981) highlights 

tli, p1 ilate period institutional normalization and integration period was a tremendous 

mow towards inclusion where the learners are accepted as human beings and need to be 

integrated inn main stream classes in the name of inclusion. 
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2.2 I I istorirnl <kvelopment of inclusive education in Kenya 

,\,·c·llrding to Randiki (2003) stated that special needs education in Kenya dated back to 

I" Is all er the second world war whenarm officers returned home from the war and were 

1v!1.il•ilitatcd Therefor, churches like Salvation Army and Luteran church played a vital 

1»k 111 providing medical care in the name of sponsorship, since then many schools 

emerged to cater for the learners with special needs education. 

Thu, Kenya started in 1986 and trained teachers who could offer the services or 

educ11tion. Also Kenya had policies and legal framework on special needs education 

11 i,i, h w1:1 e adopted from presidential directive, cabinet papers, education commission 

and Jc-gal notices fron the ministry of Education Science andTechnologyy(MOEST) 

2,3 implementation of inclusive education in Kenya 

It 1,,nk root slowly and was adopted approach in implementing the earlier stated policies 

10 1ni1 iate work. The ministry of education science and Technology .currently developing 

and i rnplen1cnting inclusive education policies. It also budgeted funds allocation for the 

staff developmem assessment and placement opportunities aml the training institution are 

I(,·;" .11ta, \fascno University and Kenya Institute of special education (KISE). These 

cnlle,,cs aimed at eliminating barriers to learning as opposed by disabilities. The trained 

lc·a,·hcrs 1,orked with learners having special needs. The minist1y of Education preferred 

le> t I am the regular teachers because they are already with learners of different diversities 

l,1 l'. 11diki (~0112) 

2. I lem·hers' allitudes towal'ds inclusive education 

Th,·rci'ore. the positive attitudes towards differences collaborations and participation and 

pre-requisites for greater inclusion. The positive attitudes , may be promoted during 

interaction between all children or during the process of inclusion module I David Okot 

('.WOO) also a study conducted in Harare Zimbabwe in 2002 about teachers attitudes. It 

11;" found that the attitudes contributed to the failure of inclusive progarmmes. 

,\c-rnrding toMushoriwa (200 I) asserted that many educational inclusion progarmmes 

!'a, bl due to teachers negative attitudes. 

Thus the co11ccption of inclusion it seemed that teachers attitudes is of significance and 

lll'nlul 10 be addressed. Keese (1995) Nolam Turkey (1998) stated that there are teachers 
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1111<,· ,nay h,l\c individualistic approaches towards the learners in their class room within 

tiw r,,ading environment. Although teaching methods are as many as the teachers, the 

mo1i1 at ion to achieve a set goal remain a mystery. 

2.:, 11 istorical devrlopmrnl or inclusive education in l 1gandll 

Tlw education was initiated by the government of Uganda Andrew Loh en in I 952 and he 

h,1' a visually impaired relative and through his initiative other organization emerged. 

Uganda foundation for the Blind, Uganda society for the Deaf, Uganda Spastic and 

l '~anda Association for the Mentally Handicapped moreover, all these organizations 

11, ,, L,·d closely for the betterment of their learners and as a result, they started Uganda 

Ni,11,,,,al lns1i1ute of Special Education Randiki F. (2000). Firtherore, Daniel Okot (2000) 

stales that the constitution of the Republic of Uganda 1995 atticle 5 advocates for the 

rerngnition of persons with disabilities and they have the right to respect and human 

di;,1111> and also the state and society shall take appropriate measures to ensure that they 

rcali,e their ti.ill mental and physical potential. 

2.<, The International policies which took place. 

In l'J-18 the United Nations agreed upon the declaration of human rights, which includes 

1lic-, 1C.dll i<,r education a11d Jlill participation in the socicty. Thus, a long time passed and 

tu,, little happened until in 1989 the United Nations published the convention on the right 

01· ,·hildren the world conference in Jomtein, Thailand 1990 consent on "Education for 

,di II ith t110 main goals and the first was to get all children into school and the second 

wa, 10 give all children the most suitable education and in practice this did not really 

include children with special needs in education. 

In I q93 the United Nations published the "standard rules on the equalization of 

uwo1l11nities for persons with disabilities" which spells out the provision of persons with 

di,:1hditie, in relation to National participation and provision of services. In 1994, the 

11 orld conference on special needs education organized by UNESCO adopted by 

ac,·iamation the Salamanca statement on inclusive education. The conference provided a 

,.,", k111g document that should be adapted and used by all the consenting nations of which 

l :c,anda is included. 
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2. - ( hallcnges to the implementation of indusive educatjon in schools of Esageri 

LO IH'. 

The curriculum adaptation is where the regular curriculum is modified to meet individual 

dil'J'crenccs Thus, in the current regular schools, curriculum has not been taken and 

rnatclred to the need of the disability that may exist and furthermore curriculum 

ad.q111lion is aimed at n,aking curriculum a reality for learners with special needs in 

educHLion in an inclusive setting Otiato(2001) 

Titus. lack of teaching and learning resources had also hindered the implementation of 

inclusion. Certain learners require other resources over and above those already being 

fl'"' ided by lhe schools for example those which enhance mobility such as wheel chairs, 

cnrrches and others 

r- lorc,iver, culture and attitudes towards persons with disabilities also limit the 

implementation of inclusive education. The community in and living around the division 

1,,, ,.· .1 101ally low attitude towards persons with disabilities. Thus they do not even see 

tlw ,we'd of assuring them hence bringing them even to attend school is a problem. 

Tlru,. in religious practices and taboos also promote ignorance of bringing those children 

tu ,d1ool resources and devices needed by children to with various diversities. 

I k11,,, lack ur trained and skilled personnel to handle these learners in their respective 

,erting is also a problem. Thus, in Esageri zone inclusion actually calls for a lot of time 

and ,ensitization so as to promote inclusive education. 

i\foreover, poor restrictive learning environment that does not stimulate the children or 

11c>t "'nsitivc to children's individuality also hinder the Cull implementation of inclusive 

education. Thus, when children are put in an environment that restricts their movement 

and has not appropriate teaching and learning materials are unable to explore as they 

k,11 11 

'\n ,., thele", school rules and routines also challenge implementation of inclusive 

edu,:ation The user of school rules to control pupils' behavior is featured in most schools 

and !\\any school rules are not flexible and many of them are stated negatively and some 

may not favor children with diversities in education and development. 
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I;,. ,II .. hick \,l'..:lrective communication between memb<.?rs of the teaching staff and also 

1\1111 1>upils makes the teachers in consisted in dealing with pupil's behavior and hence 

c,,11lthes the pupils. 

2.8 ( :uideliues to effective inclusion in teaching 

Tlw1elt)rc. Randiki (2003) tltrther states that the teacher must always know the challenges 

and strength in the learning ability of learners with special needs in education in his/her 

class. the instructional objectives should be set accordingly to ensure success, the time 

allocated to complete the assignment and finally when teaching, teachers should make 

sure. that all children in an inclusive setting benefit from the learning. 

!\'let hods of teaching in an inclusive education 

Tln1s. individualized education programmes according to Otiato (2003), states that it is a 

way of meeting the individual need of a learner by using an individualized educational 

p1, ,g,1nn1ne This is written statement that describes wh<tt the teacher and other 

prok•,sionals will do to meet the special need of a student with a learning problem and 

ideal Iv an IEP should be developed by a team which should include, the student, regular 

tc•adwrs. special education needs teachers, the students parent and finally an assessment 

ll'.1, l1v1 and other professionals depending on the need. 

Tli,·rvfore. the task analysis method is the process of breakir.g down a task into smaller 

sll'ps to be presented to the pupib in sequences from easiest to the hardest This is 

important because learning the whole task in single lesson can be overwhelming for some 

ll':1111,·rs 1vith learning difriculties. 

Thus in prescriptive teaching method is also known as cliniq1I teaching or teaching test 

approach is a way of providing learning after caretltlly assessing the learners individual 

education needs and it proposes that we approach learning the same way the doctor 

a11!1ru1H.:hes trcalmenL 

Final Iv, the introduction of distance learning programme in special needs educational in 

l(cnva in 2000 and in Uganda Kampala International University 2008 embarked on an 

aggressive distance learning training programmes to ensure that SNE children have 

dc·,·c,s to quality education in their regular schools and making schools inclusive not only 

physically but also educationally. 
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[), ,pite the aggressive initiation of these prograrnme5, there are other challenges that 

,n"'ht prevent the implementation of inclusive education in school. 

2.'I Fadors that hinder implementation of inclusive education 

I. f'('l"SOlln('I 

Thio ,s where inclusive education requires that the child with special needs meet the 

support at the school like sign language, interpreters, teachers and speech therapists, 

audiologist, vision and therapist hen;;e without these the learner may not get far. 

2. l{l',Olll'('('S 

Th,s is where certain learners require other resources over and· above those already being 

provided by the school. These are resources to enhance mobili(y such as wheel chairs and 

crutches. 

3. Cullun· and attitude 

From the immemorial cultural practice, the world over have been unkind to persons with 

disabilities. Thus, persons with diversities were viewed as objects of bad omen and were 

ne1tl1<:r killed nor abandoned or offered as sacrifice to appease the gods. 

-t. l{('ligious prndice 

The religion has played a significant role in portraying disability as a curse from the gods 

either for the crime ofa parent or community is misdeed. 

5. ( ·ommunity involvement 

Th,· r,:sponsibility between the government of the day and the local community provided 

ph,·sical facilities, land and building and the nmning cost of their respective schools. 

6. Poverty 

Thus. some of the major causes of school dropout in Kenya including the inability to pay 

!I,, "•.1ui1cd lnics, buy books and school uniforms. 

Support st'l'vices 

Tl11s is where education is the responsibility of the ministry of Education Science and 

Technology providing for learners with special needs because of their diverse needs 

he, ""'L'S a ,nultisect oral responsibility of their full participation has to be realized. 
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2.1 o. Factors that need to be considered in order to promote inclusive education in 

sd1ools 

I. Sdwol management 

The• ,chool should be organized in a flexible way where teachers, learners and the 

community work together to meet individual needs in order to minimize barriers to 

i11e lu,ion "ithin the school. 

2. -\dministration support 

This 1s where the head teachers should understand, adopt, love and implement policies 

i'll1 inclusion 

3. \11 itudes of staff and students towards learners with special needs education 

Tl11s is where positive attitudes towards difference, collaboration and participation are pre 

rc•qui,ites !or greater inclusion. Positive attitudes may be promoted during interaction 

bct\\L·cn all d1ildren or during the process of inclusion 

-l. 1-ll'xible rnrrirnlum 

This is where there is need for a curriculum which caters for differences in potentials and 

interests of individual learners, this should also take into account different educational 

rc,nu rces and methodologies needed by the learners with special needs in education. 

S. Providing individual attention 

This should require some individual attention and support teachers and other services 

pru\ ider. However, individual attention does not means only working with learners with 

dirticulties but to recognize the achievements of each individual regularly as children 

l1;i, ,· ,lil'lkulties in learning due to various reasons like school career'. 

6. School based teacher· upgrading 

It 1, an arrangement in which the staff is continuously upgraded through workshops, 

di,cu,sions. seminars and courses trained in special need education and these would have 

di 111c·n,ion of cummunity' s involvement crucial for the success of the inclusion 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 lnlroduction 

rim chapter focuses on the design of the research and approaches used to collect the 

dau1 The questionnaires were used as research instruments. 

J. l The resra rch design 

Th,· r,.'scarch design that was used was survey. The researcher used the design because it 

is a cd111111u11 rnethod used in educational research to establish the situation of a problem 

on the g1ound. It is also used to give responses and particular issue so as to represent the 

gc11eral view or the whole population. 

3.2 lfrliahilily and validity 

(\,;111:iring lhc findings from the respondents in the pilot schools was used to assess 

reli,1bility or the instrurnents to collect data. The data collected was compared with the 

oliwc-1 ivcs or the study Thus alter some rnodification, on some items, the instruments 

11 ,., ,. lciund reliable 

\';il1d,ty is tl1c: degree to which the sample of the test rep1esents the content that the test is 

cle,,uncd to measure Orodho (2005). In this case, validity of the instruments was 

determined by the use of different methods to get similar data. 

The,e rnethods include interview guide to ensure the instruments accuracy the 

sup,·rv1sors assessed the instruments and their recommendations incorporated in the 

i11-;1ruments 

1)111 ing piloting, teachers in charge of the administration issues helped clarifying some of 

tlw ,,·sponses which helped to remove ambiguity hence the validity of the items. 

J,_\ Sampling procedure 

The poJJtilation is composed of special teachers trained to the level of certification, 

diploma and degree courses. The researcher used random sampling to arrive to fifteen 

teachers who answered the questionnaires. Thus the researcher used random sampling 
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,11,·i!,,,d '",1,ide1 i11g the distance and the size of the population the researcher targeted at 

kast ,11",, 1espo11dcnls of the population of the study. 

3.-1 Target populaiion 

This 1ek1s tu the particular group of teachers in the study area that enabled the researcher 

111 ",·hi,·\c· all the objectives designed for the study as far as the topic is concerned this 

111cl11(k, 1,·<1chers in Primary Schools. 

3.5 Th,· iustruml'nts/tools 

This ,·el,:rs to the actual method which was used by the resear~her in obtaining the 

i11fonrn1t1on in the field. The researcher therefore used the tools as stated below 

I. Questionnaires 

This method was used on teachers respondents and it was time saving as the researcher 

distributed them to the respondents and collected them later. The respondents had the 

libcny of filling the questionnaires and in this way the researcher was saved from 

a11,weri11g irrclcva11l questions on how to answer the question 

J.(i Limitation of' the study 

Thc•sc' a,,, the challenges which have prevented the researcher to proceed well with her 

research i<,r example the poor infrastructure like the roads are not in good conditions, 

dl'l'p ,alll'y with bushy paths and wild animals like the snakes, wild beast and many 

others 

J'hu, a-. d di,ta11cc learner, there arc many other activities which need to attention like 

s,·ht10I duril's i11 teaching until the required time and back at home there are other 

ac11vi11e, "hich need the researcher's attention too. 

Therel,,re. during the study, the researcher will need a lot of money to use in traveling 

ly ping quvstionnaircs and binding of the researched material. The researcher has been 

!,,reed I() cho,e three schools out of twenty schools because of the distance which is 

about r1, c' ten and lilteen kilometers respectively. The schools are Solian, Kabiyet and 

Lebolos 
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1.7 D,•li111itations of the study. 

The schools of lisagcri zone are within the same climatic conditions therefore it has not 

ntli:c1cd lhe researcher because she is living ithin the same climate and some teachers. 

parents and pupils are familiar with the researcher hence has not created a lot of anxieties. 

The researcher speeds out the extent to which her findings will be limited to. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

D \TA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTEPRETATION 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the researcher has analyzed twelve questionnaires that were collected 

from head teachers and regular teachers of respective schools in Esageri zone Koibatek 

District 

The· 1 c,e'cll ehc1 has sent fifteen questionnaires to teachers then nine wei:e filled and sent 

ha,·~ '" tile rescm·cher while six respondents did not return their questionnaires back. 

lhc re·ason for them not returning was attributed to transfers of teachers that swept 

1<01batd, District. When the researcher went to collect these questionnaires from the 

1,•.1e·hc1, the heads or the institutions confirmed their transfers hence, this left the 

rcscar,·lwr with no option but to base his analysis on twelve received questionnaires sent 

llli\ 

Thu,. 1 i1e resca1 cher received back questionnaires three from Solian Primary, five from 

l<abivc1 l'rimary school and finally four from Lebolos Primary school. 

'/i1h/e I: Q11estio111111ires di.,patclted anti receil'ed 
-

No. of questionnaire, Actual questionnaire Percentage 
r - ·- - ,. 
i H<:ad 1c11d1ers ' 3 100% J 

i· . . .. 
i Tcachc1 s 15 9 60% 

i Toti! I 12 55% 

Source: primary data 2008 

Thu, Ii om the above table, it shows that six respondents could not respondent due lo 

rnpid tr an-;lCr of' teachers 
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T11hle Y: !.11d. of'h'lli11ed 111l111pmver 

·-
llead i<"aehers 

No 

: Total 
I. 

-·---

----

------

Frequency 

0 

2 

I 

3 

Source: prima1-y data 2008 

Percentage 

0 

67 

33 

100 

The a hell e table shows that two head teachers do not have well trained manpower who 

rnuld handle learners with special needs education in their school. The remaining one 

head teacher has implemented inclusive education because some children with special 

needs IHl\ e transferred from unit to his school. 

'fohl<' .?: fltitlltle 1,f'tellchers /11111tlli11g" c/(ISS ofdijfere11I t!iPersities, 

Response ' Frequency Percentage 

I Negative 

Positi,e 

9 

3 

75 

25 
,--~· 
I total 12 100 
I 

--· 
Source: primary data 2008 

Th,· 1,:,,il1s abo,e indicate that 75% of teachers could not handle learners with special 

needs e,\l ,cat ion because they found it ditlicult. They said they would hinder lesson 

dc'i" e1-. .11 a 1lllifonn pace. A small percentage of about 25% were wiling to assist 

karne,, 1, ith special needs in their classrooms. 

111bit' -1: Ire there h1111dic"pfled lellrners in your school? 

r-;-'-; c) -~;,• C 
·-· 
·lc-111ents 

i~-------
1 0-~ 

6-10 

Over '.!t 

Total 

-----

) 

---------

Frequency 

6 

5 

1 

12 

Source: primary data 2008 

16 

Percentage 

50 

42 

8 

100 



It i, cl,·,11 lhlln the table above that at least every school in the zone handles learners with 

special nl'eds in education 

·1t,hfr S: The 11111st .1erio11s learning resource in your school 

!\pc· ul'I 

Tead1111g 

,:nrning resource 

kan1ing <1id 
. -- --

rrequensy 
-- ~-

5 

Percentage 

42 
\···-·-- .. 
I Book, 4 33 
i - . 
I Classrno1 

------ ---- ---
ns 2 17 

I 

Al!thc·al lOVe 1 8 
. 

I utal . 12 100 

Source: primary data 2008 

I rnm till' above table, it shows that most of the schools in the zone do not have teaching 

learning materials to assist the implementation of inclusive education. the materials 

include wheel chairs, Braille, hearing aids and type writer's machines. 

Ta hie 6: Whal role tlo parents perform in terms of assisting these learners with special 

i Respuns 

/-i\ssi~tinb 

e 

' 

Frequency Percentage 

9 75 
--- .. 

·ting 3 25 

Total 12 100 
-- ·-----

Source: primary data 2008 

·1 he· 1.1hk ahm e re, eals that there are some few parents who do not assist their children 

indicatc•,J by '>2% while 75% shows that most parents do keep their children to provide 

nc•cc•"a1 v items needed for learning and used by the learners 
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1'11/,/e ~: Hm•i.! 1•011 l.!l'er /wt! 11 talk, lecture about inclusil>e etfucation? 

i Rc-spo1hc 

h,i;;-- -
Frequency Percentage 

8 63% 

I,\.; 4 37% 
-----

i Total 12 100% 
' ----

Source: primary data 2008 

I 1"111 1i1c al>o1<: table, it shows that 63% of the teachers had no idea of inclusive 

,•duca11011 The result also indicate that inclusive education in Esageri zone cannot take 

root unless teachers are well sensitized on the system. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 !NTHOD(!CTION 

I his ch:ipi.:r dealt with the discussion, conclusion and the recommendations of the study. 

5.1 Discussion 

The n.:,undier pointed out that, what was called in inclusive educat'ion was integration in 

most countries The change to inclusion is just a transition towards providing better 

services to marginalized groups such as disabled. She looked at inclusion and integration 

to mean the same thing, but most writers acknowledge important difference in meaning 

and conceptual kvel. 

,\Ian and I ouis ( 1970) stated that inclusion must be seen as a challenge to provide better 

special education within diverse setting which was acceptable not to parents but also to 

the children who were the direct consumers. The researcher agreed with Alan and Louis 

hl'causc· pr,,viding special education services to people with special needs means a better 

and impnll ed living standards despite the degree of the disabilities. 

Rel'erence to 4 2 the researcher noted that the two head teachers out of three could not 

,n1ple111,·11t inclusive education in their schools because they do not have well trained 

n1anp,w ,., A Inn and Louis ( I 990) noted that at present majority of the staff in the 

111:iinstr,·:in, schools have received little or no training in teaching learners with special 

needs ed,1,·.11 ion 

111,· 1 c·"·.11, hc:r suppurted Alan and Louis because in Esageri, education zone could not 

implcnwnt inclusive education for there are no trained personnel. Diddition (1962), states 

I hat teachers looked at his statement to be true since not all teachers have positive 

altitudes to handle learners with different diversities. She also clarified this statement in 

the• pre·\ iuus chapter where 75% of the teachers in Esageri zone found it hard to handle 

learnern with diverse problems while 25% could handle with ease. 

·'\pple ( 1979) observed that the absence of curriculum, the education could lack 

suppor1i\·e curriculum for the inclusive education. This may hinder all learning processes 

;nth,· ,·d11,·:itional l'.one hence little or no implementation of the educational system. 
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Till", L11l11rc' oi'appropriate resources to be used in learning process indicate that teachers 

could not communicate effectively to the learners, TabkS in the previous chapter 

clarifies the serious limiting resources which is 42% of the teachers in the zone identified 

through a study noted that society beliefs contributed towards little implementation of 

i11c-lusi1 c' ,-ducation in Esageri zone, 

Ngc"o ( I 996) states that the cause of handicapped traditionally taught to anse from 

ancestral spirits, witches or offended gods, Randiki (2002) said that disabled children are 

bad omens, the researcher concurred with him, Since time in memorial societal believers 

, ic-11cd di,ablcd people as objects of bad omens and therefore, killed o abandoned, 

I c'M1ier, with special needs education should be provided with support services_ Randiki 

(2002) said that education should be supported by multi-sectoraL The failure of 

prolessiunals community, stakeholders and the ministry of education science 

Teclrnology have resulted in poor implementation of inclusive education in Esageri 

educational zone_ Thus, poor economic status among majority of parents has also 

contributed to factors which pinned down the implementation of inclusive education in 

the zone. 

I legart ( I ')84) stated that the need to purchase hearing aids, batteries and cater for 

medical hills for their hearing impaired children. The researcher agreed with Hegart 

because parents should cater for all necessities for their children and it is their total 

rc•spon,ih1lity 

5.2 Conclusion 

The- rc·s,·archcr explored the general learning in Esageri zone schools but with special 

reference 10 the learners with special needs education in the mainstream classrooms, He 

noted tl1at the supporters of inclusive education attached to importance of educational 

needs ut· learners who had been marginalized. He also concluded that every child in 

1 ·,<1gc-1, /<111e l1as a right to education regardless of disabilities and social background 

suhjcct,·d lo them 

Thcrcl(1rc from the data collection by the use of questionnaires the researcher found out 

that three quarters of teachers in Esageri zone have not had access to handle the learners 

c·ompete11tly !'or disability is not inability, The researcher noted that in Esageri zone 
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·"·hooh 1" be inclusive should consider the need of all individuals, teachers learning 

support, assistance and pupils. However, the attitude towards accepting each other 

depends on teachers adapting the learning environment to allow members to participate. 

Thus, the researcher in conclusion has noted that schools in the zone should be driven 

to11ard inclusive set up. The attitude of acceptance should be cultivated. The learning 

,'111 irn11111cnt should be adapted to accommodate all learners at the same time the need for 

all indtl'idual, churches non-governmental organizations, the professionals including 

teaclwr, to uphold the spirit of joint venture to make inclusive education a success. 

"·-' RcrnlllllH'tHlations 

I or till' inclusi1·c education to be implemented in Esageri educational zone, the researcher 

rc•connnends the following to be addressed 
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I'rainin~ of" tearhers 

Ille, e " 11ecd to train at least two teachers on the methods of teaching learners with 

special 11c•,·ds in education to help them acquire the education folly hence earns their 

1·utu1e lik easily 

• The society should be educated against stereotypic beliefs that children with 

disabilities are a curse and social liability 

• l 'reate public awareness in the community on the existence of disabilities, their 

causes and ways or dealing with them, More educational assessment and resource 

,enters should be estaolished to reinforce the work done by the existing centers 

,,i'licer and rnllre specialist teachers to be posted to the zone. 

• There is need to in service all teachers in the zone on the general methods on how 

to teach and handle learners with special needs education in their classes. 

• I here is need to motivate teachers by giving them good salary so that they 

eradicated the negative altitudes they have towards learners with special needs 

education 

• There is need to create awareness to the general public the importance of 

•u11po1·ti11g learners with special needs education. 

• I 1,er<: is nt:ed for the government to employ more teachers to curb the high rate 

nl rc'I irecs which could leave most schools in Esageri zone with acute shortage of 

personnel to handle learners with different diversities. 

• I here i, need to establish good relationship between the "normal" and impaired 

children to avoid stigmatization because it kills the spirit oflearning 
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Appendix D: Questionnaires 

J\ set of two questionnaires for the members of staff. 

Set I 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation 

!lead teachers 

Please I kindly request that you assist me complete these research questionnaires by 

ticking and writing short answers for the following questions 

QI. ! low many teachers in your school are 

1. Trained --------
11. Untrained ----------

iii. Trained in-serviced in diploma ________ _ 

iv. Trained in Universities ___________ _ 

()2. Arc there some handicapped learners in your school? ___________ _ 

How many? _____________________ _ 

Tick where appropriate 

Between 0-5 

(i-10 

I U-20 

Over 20 CJ 
QJ. I I ow do you feel handling a class with different diversities 

()4. The most serious limiting learning resource in your school are: 

Tick the correct choice 
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Classroom 

Books 

Teachers learning aids 

All the above 

CJ 

CJ 
QS. What role do parents perform in terms of assisting these learners with special needs 

education? 

()6. I lave you ever had a talk, seminar lecture about inclusive education n your school? 

--··-· ----------------------------
! f Y cs, who undertook the facilitation? 

Q7. Suggest ways of how best the learning conditions of children with special needs 

educution can be improved in your school? 

-----------------------------------------
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Set 2 

Regular teachers 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, I kindly request you to assist me complete 

these research questionnaires by ticking and writing short answers for the following 

questions. 

QI. Are there some learners with special needs in your school? 

Tick where applicable 

Between 0-5 

6-10 

10-20 

Over 20 

CJ 

CJ 
CJ 

Q2.l !ow do you feeJ handling a class with different disabilities? 

Q3. The most serious lear~ing resource in your school is: 

Classroom CJ 
Books CJ 
Teachers learning aids 

All the above 
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()4. What role do parents perform in terms of assisting these learners with special needs 

education'? 

Q5. How any children are in your school? 

I 00-200 

200-300 

300-400 

CJ 

CJ 

CJ 

Above 500 
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Appendix E: Map of the research area 
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